THE BREAST CANCER RESEARCH FOUNDATION®
PRESENTS

THE
HOT
PINK
PARTY

SOARING TO NEW HEIGHTS
THE BREAST CANCER RESEARCH FOUNDATION®
CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO

THE HOT PINK PARTY
MARKING 30 YEARS OF PROGRESS

Hosted by ELIZABETH HURLEY

The Roslyn and Leslie Goldstein Unsung Hero Award
Presented by KRISTEN MANION TAYLOR
to MARENDA HUGHES TAYLOR

Honoring WILLIAM P. LAUDER
with the Evelyn H. Lauder Spirit of Philanthropy Award

SPECIAL SURPRISE PERFORMANCE

TUESDAY, MAY 14, 2024
7:00PM | Cocktails • 7:45PM | Dinner and Program
THE GLASSHOUSE | 660 12TH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

RSVP by Enclosed Card  Black Tie with a Touch of Hot Pink
UNDERWRITERS
KAREN AND ROB HALE

JUDY AND LEONARD LAUDER

WILLIAM P. LAUDER AND LORI KANTER TRITSCH

KINGA AND EDWARD LAMPERT

ARLENE TAUB

BENEFACTORS
dsm-firmenich

ROSSLYN AND LESLIE GOLDSTEIN

VISIONARIES
JODY AND JOHN ARN HOLD

SAMUEL I. NEWHOUSE FOUNDATION

LUFKIN FAMILY FOUNDATION

MARILYN AND JIM SIMONS

CANDACE KING WEIR

JEANNE SORENSSEN SIEGEL

Lists as of February 16, 2024
INNOVATORS
A. Alfred Taubman Foundation
Marcela and Mike Berland
Bloomberg Philanthropies
Louise Camuto-Grieder and
Daniel Grieder
Domenico De Sole
Delta Air Lines
The Estée Lauder Companies Inc.
Andrew L. Farkas
The Kors Le Pere Foundation
Jo Carole and Ronald S. Lauder
Macy’s Inc.
Erin and Sean McGould
John Paulson
Lois Robbins and Andrew Zaro
Lizzie and Jonathan Tisch

PIONEERS
Betsy L. Battle
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
Shelly and Howard Kivell
Lowenstein Sandler LLP
Movado Group Foundation
Perfect Corp.
Rafanelli Events
Abbe Raven and Martin Tackel
The Edward John and
Patricia Rosenwald Foundation
Leah Sanzari
Barry S. Sternlicht,
Starwood Capital Group
Ulta Beauty
Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP
Winston Flowers
Wyndham Hotels & Resorts

PLATINUM
Judy Hart Angelo
Magda and Edward Bleier
Cynthia Breen and Laurie Dowley
Barbara and Christopher Brody
Judy and Jamie Dimon
Katherine Farley and Jerry Speyer
Sheri and Marc Feigen
Jean Frazier
Mary-Ann and Fabrizio Freda
Mario and Regina Gabelli
Andi and Jim Gordon,
The Edgewater Funds
Marjorie and Ellery Gordon
Agnes Gund
Jane Hertzmark Hudis
Donna McKay and Ed Spiro
Carole and Thom Phiebig
Jamie Alexander Tisch

GOLD
Wendy Holmes and Kevin McAlister
HUB International Northeast
Sara Moss and Michael Gould

SILVER
Dr. Joyce F. Brown, President,
Fashion Institute of Technology
Sharon Cardel and Anton Katz
David Gerson
Stephanie and Ian Ginsberg
Groupe Pochet
Christine Hoffman
Mitchell Kanef
Harry and Jill Kargman - Kargo
Robert E. Meyerhoff and Rheda Becker
Barbara Zinn Moore and Evan Spelfogel
Northwell Health
Orentreich Family Foundation
Richard D. Parsons
Joseph B. Rose
Wendi Beth Rose
Sam Rosenblatt and Mario D'Andrea
Bari Seiden-Young
Marilyn Taub
John and Nickie Tighe
Bruce and Katie Van Saun
Weill Cornell Medicine

BRONZE
Peter Amato
Dorothy Byrne
Charles R. Cangro
Carol and Richard Chadakoff
Erin Cohen
Columbia University Vagelos College
of Physicians and Surgeons
Elena and John Coumantaros
Eisai Inc.
Susan Heller
Jayne Jamison
Carolyn B. Maloney
Mary Bryant McCourt
Mrs. Carolyn Pflugk
Joan and George Schiele
Sheryl and Barry K. Schwartz

ACCELERATORS
Madelyn Bucksbaum Adamson
Charlene Barshefsky and Edward Cohen
Rita and Charles Bronfman
Patsy and Patrick Callahan
Conquer Cancer®, the ASCO Foundation
Continental Grain Company
Susan Crown and William Kunkler
Pamela and Charles Crum
Decoded.monks
Mr. and Mrs. Donald M. Dickinson
Ernst & Young LLP
FocusPoint Private Capital Group LLC
HONORARY CO-CHAIRS
Karen and Rob Hale
Sir Elton John and David Furnish
Kinga and Edward Lampert
Judy and Leonard Lauder
Lori Kanter Tritsch and William P. Lauder
Anthony von Mandl

LEAD GALA CO-CHAIRS
Jody and John Arnhold
Valentine and Patrick Firmenich
Roslyn Goldstein
Adrienne and Dan Lufkin
Jeanne Sorensen Siegel
Marilyn and Jim Simons
Candace King Weir

GALA CO-CHAIRS
A. Alfred Taubman Foundation
Marcela and Mike Berland
Sandra Brant
Patsy and Patrick Callahan
Louise Camuto-Grieder and Daniel Grieder
Susan Crown and William Kunkler
Domenico De Sole
Andrew L. Farkas
Nina Garcia
Marjorie Reed Gordon
Donna Karan
Shelly and Howard Kivell
Michael Kors
Aerin Lauder
Jane Lauder
Jo Carole and Ronald S. Lauder
Laura and Gary Lauder
John Paulson
Bryan Rafanelli
Lois Robbins and Andrew Zaro
John Rosenwald
Arlene Taub
Lizzie and Jonathan Tisch
Ingrid Vandelbosch and Jeff Gordon
Vera Wang
**BOARD OF DIRECTORS**

Leonard A. Lauder, *Honorary Chair*
Karen Hale, *Co-Chair*
William P. Lauder, *Co-Chair*
Donna McKay, *President*
Deborah Krulewitch, *Secretary*
Betsy L. Battle, *Treasurer*
Larry Norton, MD, *Founding Scientific Director*
Judy E. Garber, MD, MPH, *Scientific Director*
Jerome Bettis
Cindy Citrone
Nina Garcia
Efraim Grinberg
Susan Hertog
William S. Karol
Shelly Kivell
Kay Krill
Kinga Lampert
Carlyn McCaffrey, Esq.
Ellen Odoner, Esq.
Thomas C. Quick
Abbe Raven
Kendra Scott
Kerone Vatel

Evelyn H. Lauder, *Founder, in memoriam*
Cynthia Luksin, *Vice Chair, in memoriam*

Myra J. Biblowit, *President Emeritus*

---

**SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY BOARD**

Larry Norton, MD, *Founding Scientific Director*
Evelyn H. Lauder Breast Center
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center

Judy E. Garber, MD, MPH, *Scientific Director*
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
Harvard Medical School

Sarat Chandarlapaty, MD, PhD, *Chair*
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center

Joan S. Brugge, PhD
Harvard Medical School

Lisa A. Carey, MD, ScM, FASCO
University of North Carolina

Susan M. Domchek, MD
Basser Center for BRCA
University of Pennsylvania, Perelman School of Medicine

Patricia A. Ganz, MD
Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center
University of California, Los Angeles

Steffi Oesterreich, PhD
Magee Women’s Research Institute
University of Pittsburgh

Ben Ho Park, MD, PhD
Vanderbilt-Ingram Cancer Center
Vanderbilt University

Martine J. Piccart, MD, PhD
Jules Bordet Institute

Lori J. Pierce, MD
University of Michigan

Lajos Pusztai, MD, D.Phil
Yale Cancer Center
Yale School of Medicine

Vered Stearns, MD
Weill Cornell Medical School

Eric P. Winer, MD
Yale Cancer Center and Smilow Cancer Hospital
Yale School of Medicine

Nancy E. Davidson, MD, Emeritus
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center

Gabriel N. Hortobagyi, MD, FACP, FASCO, Emeritus
MD Anderson Cancer Center
ADVISORY BOARD
Shelly Kivell, Co-Chair
Kinga Lampert, Co-Chair
Arlene Adler
Robert M. Amon
Louise T. Braver
Andrea Brooks
Ellen Brown
Susan Payson Burke
Erin Cohen
Elisha Daniels
Iris Dankner
Danielle Do
Kelley Doyle
Suzanne Elson
Claire Florence
Leslie Gifford
Stephanie Ginsberg
Roslyn Goldstein
Lyuba Goltser
Mandy Gonzalez
Marjorie Reed Gordon
Lorna Hyde Graev
Betsy S. Green
Bette-Ann Gwathmey
Lisa Harbert
Ronnie Heyman
Dee Ocleppo Hilfiger
Gail Hilson
Susan B. Hirschhorn
Linda Holliday
Wendy Holmes
Jane Hertzmark Hudis
Elizabeth Hurley
Jayne Jamison
Cathy Jolly
Sinesia Karol
Stacie Kiratsous
Lisa Klein
Hope Krakoff
Elyse Lacher
Maralyn Lakin
Laura Lang
Laura Lassman
Eliana Lauder
Heather Leeds
Nancy Mahon
Samira Malik
Kelly Manley
Marisa Acocella Marchetto
Blythe Masters
Mary Bryant McCourt
Gretta Monahan
Maria Cristina (MC)
González Noguera
Darcy Miller Nussbaum
Mary Alice Pappas
Winifred Gorlin Phillips
Tara Prout
Patricia Quick
Katharine Rayner
Lois Robbins
Wendi Rose
Teruca Rullán
Judith P. Schlager
Nicole Seagriff
Bari Seiden-Young
Liz Kelleher Sells
Pheodora Shin, MD
Jeanne Sorensen Siegel
Anne Sitrick
Joanne Smith
Donna M. Stearns
Arlene Taub
Karen Taub
Jamie Alexander Tisch
Rachel Tulchin
Kelley Tuthill
Linda Waintrup
Harriet Weintraub
Candace King Weir
Nina Wexler
Simone Winston

Lists as of February 16, 2024
RSVP
NAME ____________________________

Please print as you wish to be listed in the event program (for gifts of $2,500+) by April 19, 2024.

☐ NO LISTING

CONTACT PERSON (if other than the above) ____________________________

COMPANY NAME ____________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________

CITY __________________ STATE __________ ZIP CODE _________________

PHONE ____________________________

EMAIL ____________________________

DUE TO HIGH DEMAND, AVAILABILITY FOR TABLES OF 10 IS LIMITED. Please visit hotpinkparty.org or contact Chris Wey at cwey@bcrf.org or 646-497-2650.

INDIVIDUAL TICKETS

I/WE WOULD LIKE TO PURCHASE ___________ TICKET(S) (LIMIT OF FOUR):

☐ $10,000 PLATINUM TICKET ☐ $5,500 GOLD TICKET

☐ $3,500 SILVER TICKET ☐ $2,500 BRONZE TICKET

I/WE ARE UNABLE TO ATTEND, BUT ENCLOSE A FULLY TAX-DEDUCTIBLE CONTRIBUTION OF $ _______________________

MY GIFT WILL BE SENT FROM THE FOLLOWING DONOR-ADvised FUND: ____________________________

Please note that BCRF cannot accept payment from a DAF for ticket purchases.

Enclosed is a check payable to Breast Cancer Research Foundation for $ ________________

Please charge my credit card for $ ____________________

☐ AMEX ☐ VISA ☐ MASTERCARD ☐ DISCOVER

Card Number ____________________________

Name on Card ____________________________

Exp. Date ____________________________ Security Code ____________________________

The Breast Cancer Research Foundation is a 501(c)(3) organization: EIN 13-3727250. Your contribution is tax-deductible, less $450 per attendee. Regretfully, we are unable to issue refunds.

Please respond prior to April 19, 2024 to be listed in the event program.
GUESTS, SEATING REQUESTS, & DIETARY RESTRICTIONS

Please provide the name(s) and email(s) of your guest(s):

1. __________________________________________________________

2. __________________________________________________________

3. __________________________________________________________

4. __________________________________________________________

PLEASE SEAT ME WITH: _________________________________________

DIETARY RESTRICTIONS / ALLERGIES: ________________________________

For additional information or to purchase tables, please contact Chris Wey at cwey@bcrf.org or 646-497-2650 or visit hotpinkparty.org. Please contact Julia Schuettenberg with any questions regarding your seating at 914-579-1000 or galaseating@bcrf.org.
Since Evelyn H. Lauder founded the Breast Cancer Research Foundation in 1993, we have become the world’s largest private funder of breast cancer research. In its first year, BCRF supported eight scientists. Now — with your support — BCRF is fueling the work of more than 250 investigators in 15 countries and at 110 institutions, collaborating across disciplines and borders. We’ve driven game-changing improvements in every aspect of care—progress that can be measured in millions of survivors around the world.

As we look back on the last three decades, we’re enormously proud of the advances we’ve made together leading to transformative improvements across the spectrum of care. From better strategies for prevention to new targeted therapies to landmark gains against metastasis, your investment has helped propel us to where we are today: a moment when survival rates are the highest they’ve ever been.

While we’ve made tremendous progress, as evidenced by the astounding 43 percent decline in breast cancer mortality over the last 30 years, incidence rates are on the rise worldwide and more young women are being diagnosed than ever before. We must accelerate research. Advances can’t come fast enough — not for those currently living with breast cancer. Not for their loved ones. And not for us.

We’re grateful for every gain we’ve made against breast cancer and for your tremendous partnership in this lifesaving work. Together we’re accelerating the pace of discovery. Learn more and get involved at BCRF.org

25 West 43rd Street, Suite 609, New York, NY 10036
Development & Events: 646.497.2650 | HotPinkParty.org

#HOTPINKPARTY | @BCRFCURE
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